UI senior carries Olympic torch in Spokane

BY JENNY OTTO

I n the first step towards a bigger decision, Idaho and local governments, the Idaho National Laboratory and the Idaho National Laboratory Foundation Inc., through their Idaho Economic Partnership, announced a $281 million proposal for a solar power plant.

The project, which would be built on the laboratory's site near Idaho Falls, is expected to create 1,500 jobs and generate $300 million in revenue over 20 years.

The project is part of Idaho's efforts to move away from coal and towards renewable energy sources. It is also expected to reduce the state's carbon footprint by 1 million metric tons annually.

The solar power plant is scheduled to be operational by 2025. The project is expected to receive funding from both the federal government and private investors.

The Idaho Economic Partnership is working to secure the necessary permits and approvals for the project. It is also working to secure the necessary workforce for the project.

The Idaho Economic Partnership is also looking to attract other renewable energy projects to Idaho to further diversify the state's economy.

The Idaho National Laboratory site near Idaho Falls is well-suited for renewable energy projects. It has a large area of land that is not currently being used, and it is near a number of transmission lines that could be used to connect the solar power plant to the grid.

The project also aligns with Idaho's climate action plan, which aims to reduce the state's greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
From the Feb. 28, 1992, edition:
A special agent for the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality wishes to speak to students today about employment opportunities in the fields of science and engineering.


discover
at the Idaho Commons
& Student Union
FREE SCREENING
January 29th at 8 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom
Brought to you by the UI Ski Team.
Tickets available at SUB information desk or at the door.

Student Union Cinema presents
Lover's A Bitch
Thursday, January 31st
7 p.m.
Borah Theater; SUB
82 students, 85 general

Volunteer Registration Night
It is not a question of if you will volunteer, it's a question of where!
Come find out about local volunteer opportunities, worship and Aurora Rooms in the Commons.
Tuesday, January 29th, 4 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

ASUI Coffeehouse
Subterranean Cosmopolitan
Magazine
Thursday, 7 - 9 p.m.
Granwater/WhiteWater (Commons)
Free Admission, free coffee and snacks

Cruise the World with a passport to Adventure
Saturday, February 2nd, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SUB Ballroom
For tickets, call: 855-7841

Tools for Success Workshop
Open to all student organization leaders/mentors
"Marketing & Promoting Your Events"
Tuesday, Feb. 5th - 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Commons Crest Room
To sign up, call Any at 855-5194 or see email of events department

From the May 26, 1992, edition:
On campus, a student group called "Circus" is holding a fundraiser to support the students today who are employed as counselors in the summer program.

From the June 29, 1992, edition:
The Argonaut, a publication of the University of Idaho, is seeking new staff members. The publication is seeking writers in the areas of news, feature and sports. The publication is looking for students who are interested in writing and reporting on current events. The publication is looking for students who are interested in writing and reporting on current events.
BookPeople: a Moscow icon for almost 25 years

Owner Bob Greene recalls downtown's history

BY T. SCOTT CAMPER

Bob Greene, owner of Moscow bookstore BookPeople, was born in 1947 at the tender age of 3 months, "Greene said, "born breathing, 13 love songs, and with a theme." Greene had his downtown bookstore open for more than 25 years, where he has become as much of a gathering place as any local bar. A downtown icon, Greene has spent much of his career picking up signs of the times, and remains a downtown institution.

BookPeople was founded in 1973 by Dave Nelson and Sue Hilde Greene. The original store was located on 31st Street, and has moved to its current location on 489 Washington Street. "I've always been interested in books and in life, and I've been able to combine the two," Greene said.

Greene's love of books and life has been reflected in the store's many literary events and cultural happenings. "We've always been able to bring in many different authors and ideas," Greene said.

Greene's passion for books and life has also manifested itself in his personal life. "I've always been interested in books and life, and I've been able to combine the two," Greene said.

Greene's love of books and life has been reflected in the store's many literary events and cultural happenings. "We've always been able to bring in many different authors and ideas," Greene said.

Greene's passion for books and life has also manifested itself in his personal life. "I've always been interested in books and life, and I've been able to combine the two," Greene said.

Cruise the World

PASSENGERS TO ADVENTURE

An Interactive Celebration of International Customs and Cultures

Saturday, February 2nd 11am - 5pm

SUB Ballroom

Tickets Available:
- UI International Programs Office, and at the door.
- For more information call 885-7841.

General Admission $50
- Children (ages 4-18) $54
- Students (w/ valid ID) $54

Family Pass $15
- $10 one for children under the age of 4 in fer

International T-shirts, foods, crafts and fabrics will be available for purchase during the event.

Japan and Calligraphy Demonstration

Not a classical Japanese performance form which combines elements of dance, drama, music, and poetry.

This highly aesthetic stage presentation is coming to the UI for 2 Demonstrations:

February 1st 7:30pm • Borah Theater
February 2nd 10:30-12pm • Borah Theater

Sponsored by the Japanese Students Association, ASUI, IPSU, with support from the Consulate-General of Japan in Seattle.

A Message from the ASUI President

WANT TO BE ABLE TO USE YOUR VANDAL CARD IN THE COMMUNITY?

Can you imagine being able to use your Vandal Cards at places like Walmart, WinCo, The Breakfast Club, Starbucks...anywhere in the Moscow community? Current banking laws stand in our way, but with your help ASUI can have this program up and running by fall.

House Bill 478, drafted by our Latah County state representatives, will be in the House Business Committee on Thursday, January 31st. This bill will eliminate the legal hurdle so we can provide this service to the students of the University of Idaho. Please take three minutes to contact the following members of the House Business Committee and voice your opinion on the convenience this service will provide you and your family. If one of these members is in your home district, please include that in your statement. Remember, it only has to be three lines, but it is important that you take the initiative to make this program work. Thank you for your time.

Kasey Cole Swisher
ASUI President

E-mail the following representatives by sending an e-mail to infoctr@iso.state.id.us, and by specifying who it is to in the greeting of your message.

Max Black, Chair
Lee Gagner, Vice Chair
W.O. "Bill" Deal
Fred Tilman
Hilde Kellogg
Wayne Meyer
David Callister
Steve Smylie
Gary Collins
Kris Ellis
R.J. "Dick" Harwood
Kent Higgins
Margaret Herbst
Elaine Smith
Newsmakers

Goebel, king of prime time, wears many hats

By Ray Duvall

SAN FRANCISCO — It is the beginning of the weekend, and you are lucky enough to be at one of the prime-time television hits and the next. Not to be

The gooeys, as they are affectionately called by their fans, are a tight knit group of people who have bonded both on and off the set. They are known for their sense of humor and their ability to relate to the viewers, and their camaraderie is evident in the way they work together.

The gooeys are also known for their dedication to their craft. They are always looking for new ways to challenge themselves and to push the boundaries of what is possible on television. Their commitment to their art is evident in the high-quality of their work and in the passionate way they engage with their audience.

In conclusion, the gooeys are a remarkable group of individuals who are not only talented and dedicated, but also deeply committed to their craft. They are true professionals who have a deep respect for the medium of television and for the power that it has to entertain, educate, and inspire. Whether they are working on a film, a television show, or any other project, the gooeys always strive to bring their best to the table. For that, they are truly deserving of the admiration and respect that they receive from their fans and from their peers in the industry.
GSA impeaches Daniel Pirzada

**Vice President Jawad Rahim takes over duties**

Graduate Student Association (GSA) vice president Jawad Rahim has taken over duties from Daniel Pirzada, who was impeached from the position by the board of directors. This move comes after complaints filed by several students against Pirzada and a recommendation by the executive board to remove him from office.

**New GSA Vice President Takes Office**

Rahim, a graduate student in the department of mechanical engineering, expressed his readiness to serve as GSA's vice president and promised to work towards the betterment of the university community.

The impeachment process was initiated due to claims of misuse of funds, insensitivity towards student concerns, and other administrative issues. Rahim's appointment is expected to bring stability and restoration of GSA's credibility.

**Student Investment Program**

The Argonaut is hiring reporters. Come to SUB 301 for an application.

Now Accepting Applications For:

- **A.D. & E. Davis Student Investment Program**
  - We are looking for highly motivated students interested in learning about financial markets through the management of an investment fund.
  - $ Gain valuable experience in investment research, decision-making, and professional presentations.
  - $ Become intimately familiar with securities while working in a dynamic team environment.
  - $ Open to students in ALL MAJORS (freelance and full-time positions available)
  - $ 7 Positions available.
  - $ Past Field Trips include: New York, Chicago, San Francisco
  - $ Weekly Meetings Tuesday at 5:00 p.m.
  - $ Required Materials: Resume and application letter detailing interests and abilities.
  - Submit to: Dr. Mario Reyes Room 337 Administration Building.

Deadline: Tuesday, February 5th at 12:00p.m.!!1

Questions? Contact Sidney Strong at 885-0286 or visit www.uidaho.edu/davisgrp

**Prelude to V-Day**

**Turkey**

Two-days.

Enjoy two 12" turkey subs for only $6.99.

[Image: Subway advertisement]

**SUBWAY**

**SUBWAY**

We deliver.

Try our Assortment of Bread!

Country Wheat Asago Cheese Parmesan Oregano

Moscow 307 W. 3rd 883-3841

in association with

[Image: Armco-Schwarzenger]

Present a FREE ADVANCE SCREENING

**SCHWARZENEGGER**

**COLLATERAL DAMAGE**

From the Director of 'THE COUNTRY'

COMING SOON

[Image: Collateral Damage poster]

Also sponsored by

[Image: Boise State University]

FULL LISTING AVAILABLE AT SUBWAY.COM.

Catherine Black, a member of the Feminist Led Joint Activist Movement in Empower, or FLAME, spoke on "The Vagina Monologues" Friday in the Idaho Commons. The reading, sponsored by TL, A.M.E., was one of the Civil Rights these events on campus. The purpose was to raise awareness about human genital mutilation throughout the world. FLAME is bringing in production of the entire "Vagina Monologues" to campus in February.
Bush to try to sustain war support

WASHINGTON — President Bush will try to sustain war support on Capitol Hill during his first televised address to Congress today, seeking to hold together a coalition of 160 nations that is chipping away at his authority.
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Age brings reason, tranquility, sobriety etc.

Although I had not read it, nor had I heard much about it, or even seen it, this generation is now coming of age. They are now old enough to vote and to be eligible for the draft. They are now old enough to have children and to take decisions that will affect their lives and the lives of others.

The new normal has arrived.

The new normal is here, and it is glorious. We've been hearing of it for a while, but now it's finally here. The way things have evolved, it's hard to believe how it would look, but it would be much better if it did. Some things will change, but the core principles will remain the same.

In terms of education, it would be better if we had more opportunities for students. The current system is not working for everyone, and there is a need for change. The new normal will bring more flexibility and choice for students.

In terms of work, the new normal will bring more remote work options, allowing people to work from anywhere. This will be beneficial for those who live in remote areas or have family obligations.

In terms of health, the new normal will bring more focus on mental health and well-being. People will be encouraged to take care of their mental health and to seek help when needed.

In terms of entertainment, the new normal will bring more virtual events and experiences. This will be beneficial for those who cannot attend physical events due to distance or other reasons.

Overall, the new normal will bring more opportunities and choices for people. It will be better for everyone, and it will be a new beginning.
The upcoming ‘Magnificent Piano Circus’

by Kanye West

S

t is grand piano on stage, with two students at each, playing and switching to a third, until the last student, a conductor, takes the baton and the music begins. The audience is transported to a world of sound and emotion, as the pianists play together in perfect harmony.

The pianists are trained in a variety of styles, from classical and romantic to modern and contemporary. They are all highly skilled musicians, each with their own unique interpretation of the music they play. The audience is captivated by the beauty and power of the music, and left in awe of the talent on stage.

The ‘Magnificent Piano Circus’ is an annual event, and tickets sell out quickly. It is a must-see for music lovers of all ages, and a wonderful way to experience the beauty of music in a unique and captivating way.
Moscow grade schoolers, UI students paint the dream

by Brian Pulla

 Byrneirmen amassed at the floor of West Park Elementary School Thursday afternoon to introduce Idaho students and elementary school students from West Park Elementary, St. Mary's Catholic Elementary, Latah Whitman Elementary and Renaissance School pointed injuries in the 15th year of Boise Association of Volunteer Centers. Boise Volunteer, a great deal of the University of Idaho, a service project in which college students could be invited with elementary, students. It's a great way for students to organize the event. Students thought about the month, and had them draw pictures of what they learned. The students' drawings were then used in a local newspaper.

Boise Ruch, a second-grade teacher at West Park, felt it was important to teach her students that Martin Luther King Jr. helped make the way we live better. "We had just international, with someone from the other country. After international week, we learned about Martin Luther King Jr., the students definitely understand diversity better," Belcher said. "I think King really understands the center of one mural, studying his work with paintbrush in hand. "King taught people to be kind to one another, and it doesn't make a difference if you're white or black because all people are the same," he said. Just then, Molly Michaud, a second-grader, burst into tears. "I learned she feels it is important to participate in the West Park community. After learning about King this month, I ran across his name or facts, asking her if she knew what slavery is. "We just can't let this happen, let's do something about it," Michaud said. University of Idaho students who have been painted to. "I enjoy the service work," said Joanne Menchaca, Painted is "You could get more fun than to paint with King." "I've learned a good thing and I really like Mr. Ruch," said Augustine Serrall. "She has a good turnaround," Belcher said. The students also signed their names to paint from the floor. "There are about 32,000 University of Idaho students, which is perfect for the group we have today," she added.

The mural will be displayed in each participating school.

Students group claim BSU president misuses money

"Ruch doesn't involve students in his plans, and we must demand that we be heard," Nate Peterson, ASBSU president.

According to the release, university administrators are rejecting a plan to exceed extreme budget cuts of more than $1 million on the present reason, for the fee increase. In addition to the proposed increase, UI has already eliminated 600 faculty and staff positions and a potential four-day work week through the summer. "I believe the current budget reduction process to be callous and to not care about the students and staff alike," Eimer Schlake, (former president of student) said, "and in the release, "I feel the students and parents have the right to ask questions and voice concerns, but I do not support the current process that university president and his administration." Peterson said he hopes to reflect at least 2,000 signatures on the website, although he expects many. Following student signature release, Peterson said he will present the student body's petition to the Board of Trustees and the State Board of Education, legislature and the media.

"Ruch doesn't involve students in his plans, and we must demand that we be heard," Nate Peterson, ASBSU president.
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University senior upends UI

BY JANE ALCIDE
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Basketball, See Page 12

Perry: Deadford's shot catches Aggies short

BY RYAN TORGUSON
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Basketball:

Perry Works To Improve UI

BY NATHAN ZEKE
JANUARY 22

W rapping up the week of Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday and vacation provided Utah State basketball fans with a break in the rigors of the season...
Pittsburgh — The Panthers used two
networks and two touchdowns in their
special teams to beat the seventh
Pennsylvania State University, 27-14,
Sunday in the AFC Championship
Game. The Panthers scored the
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